Spotlight Impact

To better understand Spotlight’s impact over the past 12 months we surveyed our current law enforcement users — here are the results.

*Data from September 2016 + 2017 user survey covering the previous 12 months.

**CRITICAL TIME SAVED**

Users who reported using Spotlight daily had a 65% time savings in investigations.

"Spotlight is a force multiplier at every stage of the operation. This tool allows us to conduct faster, more precise investigations that will remove criminals from the street and, most importantly, recover victims."

— FEDERAL AGENT, HONOLULU

**FINDING VICTIMS OF CHILD SEX TRAFFICKING**

**18,119** Victims identified

**5,791** Children identified

**6,553** Traffickers identified

Top 5 states for Spotlight assisted investigations out of 21,044 cases.

- CALIFORNIA 4,266
- TEXAS 1,683
- NEW YORK 1,309
- VIRGINIA 1,217
- WISCONSIN 1,172

Used by 5,500+ officers, 1,430 agencies in all 50 states and Canada. Widespread adoption creates an unprecedented ability for law enforcement to collaborate across jurisdictions to find victims faster.